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Abstract 
Lambda definability is characterized in categorical models of simply typed lambda calculus 
with type variables. A category-theoretic framework known as glueing or stoning is used to 
extend the Jung-Tiuryn (1993) characterization of lambda definability first to ccc models, and 
then to categorical models of the calculus with type variables. 
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Logical relations are now a well-established tool for studying the semantics of 
various typed lambda calculi. The main lines of research are focused in two areas, the 
first of which strives for an understanding of Strachey’s notion of parametric polymor- 
phism. The main idea is that a parametrically polymorphic function acts independent- 
ly from the types to which its type variables are instantiated, and that this uniformity 
may be captured by imposing a relational structure on the types [lS, 11,7,25,19,24]. 
The other line of research concerns lambda definability and the full abstraction 
problem for various models of languages based on simply typed lambda calculus 
[3,7,11,14,17,18,6]. Early attempts to characterize lambda definability in the full 
type hierarchy focused on invariance properties of functions that are definable by 
lambda terms. Invariance under permutation [6] was the most obvious of these since 
lambda definable functions cannot speak about particular elements, but this was not 
enough for a complete characterization. A later attempt in [ 183 introduced the idea of 
invariance under a logical relation and then, in the same paper, the notion of 
invariance under an Z-relation by which Plotkin succeeded in characterizing lambda 
definability in certain full type hierarchies. 
More recently, Jung and Tiuryn describe a notion of logical relation with which 
they characterize lambda definability in all Henkin models of simply typed lambda 
calculus [3], and since then Riecke and O’Hearn have modified this result to an 
extension of simply typed lambda calculus having basic arithmetic constructs and 
general recursion to provide fully abstract models of PCF [14]. In this work, a notion 
of logical relation is presented that characterizes lambda definability in categorical 
models of simply typed lambda calculus with type variables. This language, called 
implicit ML, is a fragment of Core-ML that features a form of polymorphism called 
implicit polymorphism in [8,11]. 
The syntax of implicit ML (or IML for short) is similar to simply typed lambda 
calculus, except hat the types are freely generated from a countably infinite set of type 
variables as well as from a set of closed ground types using 3, x and 1. The 
polymorphic feature arises from the ability to substitute types for the type variables 
that occur in terms. Since type abstraction and type application are not defined 
explicitly in the syntax of terms, this form of polymorphism is called implicit polymor- 
phism and the corresponding categorical models are called iml-categories [ 111. These 
categorical models are a simpler form of the hyperdoctrine models [16,21] of the 
Girard-Reynolds polymorphic lambda calculus. To keep this paper self-contained, 
the definitions of iml-category and iml representation are given in Section 2. 
The starting point of this work is the category-theoretic technique of stoning or 
glueing described in [2,4,7,11]. A glueing finctor r : A + 9 is any functor that 
preserves finite products up to isomorphism. If A is any Cartesian closed category (or 
ccc) and 9 is any ccc with pullbacks, then a glueing functor I’ gives rise to a new ccc 
(9 1 r) and a canonical forgetful functor C : (9 1 P) + A. This ccc, the subscone induced 
by glueing A to $3 along r, is the ambient category for various logical relations. The 
objects of (91 r) are pairs (R, A) with R a subobject of T(A), and arrows (R, A) + (S, B) 
are pairs (t,f) where A L B lies in A and R A S is the restriction of r(f) to R. 
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When A is the ccc induced by a Henkin model, and 9 is either the category 9’ of 
sets or a Kripke presheaf category Yw“, then the various logical relations that appear 
in [3,6,18,22] may be described in terms of this framework. Details are given in 
Section 1. When A is an arbitrary ccc, then models of simply typed lambda calculus 
into A arise as ccc representations T: s(C) -+ A from the free ccc on a small category 
@ of ground types and term constructors (notation and terminology concerning ccc’s, 
ccc representations and free ccc’s are covered in Appendix A). For these models, 
a general notion of logical relation is proposed: 
Definition. Let s(C) be the free ccc on a small category C, let T: B(C) -+ A be any ccc 
representation and let r : A + 9 be any glueing functor into a ccc 9 with pullbacks. 
Consider the subscone (9 1 r) and the canonical forgetful functor C: (9 1 r) + A. 
Then a ccc representation R : s(C) + (9 1 lJ is called a I’-relation on T if R; C = T. An 
arrow T(o) L T(z) in A satisfies R if f= Z(t, f) for some arrow (t, f) from R(o) to R(z) 
in the subscone (91 r). 
This framework distinguishes between two characterizations of lambda definability. 
The weaker notion is that of a completeness theorem. A family {R,} of r-relations on 
T is called complete if each f satisfying every R, arises as f = T[x:o D Mx] for some 
term X:CTD M:T. This kind of characterization corresponds to Plotkin’s Theorem 1 
[ 1 S] in which lambda definability is characterized in full type hierarchies over infinite 
ground sets at types of rank at most two. The stronger notion is that of full 
completeness: 
Definition. A family { RSL) of r-relations on T is called collectively full if for every pair 
of types o and 5, there exists CI such that the induced map Hom(a, T) + Hom(R,o, R,r) 
is onto. 
In general, the term collectively full applies to any family {Fi : A + Bi) of functors iff 
for every pair of objects A and A’ in A, there exists i such that the induced function 
Hom,(A, A’) + HomB,(Fi A, Fi A’) is onto. 
The difference in the two notions of completeness is that the weaker one may 
employ a family of logical relations for each pair of types cr, z while the stronger one 
only uses a single logical relation for each pair of types. In particular, when the family 
consists of a single logical relation then the two notions coincide. As a cautionary 
note, completeness and full completeness should not be confused with the term as it 
appears in [ 121, where completeness refers to equational completeness for /?q-conver- 
sion. That notion corresponds to a family of ccc representations forming a collectioe 
embedding [2]. 
In [18], Plotkin proves a full completeness theorem using a single full I-relation to 
characterize lambda definability in full type hierarchies over an infinite ground set, 
and in [3], Jung and Tiuryn use a single Kripke logical relation with varying arity to 
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characterize lambda definability in all Henkin models. With only a slight reformula- 
tion into the language of stoning we characterize lambda definability in all ccc models 
of simply typed lambda calculus: 
Theorem. Let iJj(C) be the free ccc on a small category @. For any ccc representation 
T: B(C) + A, there exists a partial order W, a glueing functor r: A + ~2’~: and a full 
r-relation R on T. 
The second part of the work presents an analog of r-relation and full completeness 
for iml-categories. The approach is similar to the D-relators of [l l] or the construc- 
tion given in [7]. There, the stoning construction is carried out on the zeroth fiber of 
an iml-category (B, F) via a glueing functor F : FO + $3. However, this characterizes 
lambda definability only for closed types; i.e., types without type variables. In order to 
achieve this for all types, we extend the D-relator construction by employing glueing 
functors r, for each choice of k type variables. Each r, characterizes lambda definabil- 
ity for types with at most k type variables, and the following full completeness theorem 
is obtained: 
Theorem. Let (N,P) be the free iml-category on a small category C. For any iml 
representation T: (N, P) + (IIS, F) and for any k, there exists a partial order W,, 
a glueing functor r, : Fk + Yw’, and a r,-relation Rk on T that is full in the kthfiber. In 
other words, the family of iml representations {Rk} is collectively full. 
1. Stoning with ccc’s 
1.1. Stoning with ccc’s into sets 
Let A be any ccc and let r : A + 9’ be any glueing functor (i.e., any functor that 
preserves finite products up to isomorphism) into the category 9’ of sets and func- 
tions. This defines a category (9’ 1 r) called the subscone determined by glueing A to 
Y along r. The objects of (9 1 r) are pairs (R, A) where A E Oh(A) and R E T(A). The 
arrows in (9 1 r) from (R, A) to (S, B) are pairs (t, f) where A A B lies in A, R 5 S lies 
in Y and the following diagram commutes: 
If (t, f) is a morphism in (Y 1 r) then t is completely determined by f: Thus, 
a morphism from (R, A) to (S, B) is given by a morphism A 3 B where r(f) maps the 
subset R E T(A) into the subset S E T(B). 
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The subscone (Y 1 r) has a ccc structure making the canonical forgetful functor 
C: (9’1 r) -+ A a ccc representation. The terminator in the subscone is given by the 
pair (r(T), T). The binary product of (R, B) and (S, B) is given by (P, A x B) where 
P E T(A x B) is the image of the subset R x S E T(A) x T(B) under the given isomor- 
phism j: T(A) x T(B) G T(A x B). Finally, the exponential (R,A) *(S, B) is the pair 
(M,A *B) where 
M = {f~ T(A =E. B) 1 r(c&( j(f, a)) ES for all a E R}. 
It is well-known that the category Y in the preceding discussion may be replaced by 
any ccc 9 with pullbacks to yield a subscone (9 1 r) (for details consult [4,7,11]). 
However for the purposes of this paper, it will be sufficient o consider 9 to be either 
Y or a Kripke presheaf category YW’. 
1.2. Stoning with Henkin models into sets 
Fix a set S of ground types and let d = ({A”}, {App”.‘}, {Proj?‘), *) be a Henkin 
model of the pure simply typed lambda calculus over S. Then d induces a ccc 
A whose objects are the types freely generated by S using 1, x and a, and whose set 
of morphisms from cr to z is given by A”“. The ccc representation T: s(S) + A 
induced by the assignment ?‘: S + A that sends cr to r~ is the categorical equivalent of 
the meaning function d [ .] associated with the Henkin model d. 
Let r : A + 9’ be the glueing functor sending each 0 E O&A) to the set A” and each 
f,A”” to App&‘(f, .): A” + A’. Every functor l? : S + (9’ 1 r) that satisfies 
is an assignment of ground types cr to pairs (R”,o) where R” E A”. Each such 
assignment extends uniquely to a ccc representation R: g(S) --) (9 1 r). Let (R”, a) 
denote R(o) for all types 0. Then R” is defined on arrow types by 
R O*‘= {fEA”“IApp~~(f,a)ER’, for all PER”} 
This is precisely the notion of a (unary) logical relation on d detailed in [18], wherein 
SEA”” is said to satisfy R iff f lies in R” *‘. This is equivalent o f being the second 
component of an arrow in the subscone (Y 1 r) form (R”, a) to (R’, T). 
1.3. Lambda de$nabiIity and full completeness 
An element f E A” =.’ is called lambda definable if f= T[x:o D Mx] for some term 
XXD M:z. Central to characterizing the lambda definable terms is the following 
proposition often known as the Fundamental Theorem of Logical Relations [23]. 
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Proposition 1. Let R be a logical relation on d. Then each f = T[x:a b Mx] sari&es R. 
Proof. By definition, T is the unique ccc representation that satisfies J; T = f The 
logical relation R necessarily satisfies Z? ;E = f, so that J ; R ; C = f and therefore 
R ; C = T as in the following diagram: 
It follows that every f= T[x:a b Mx] is the second component of an arrow in (9’ _1 r) 
from (R(o), a) to (R(z), z); namely, R[x:a b Mx]. 0 
The proof of the preceding theorem does not rely on any specific property of 
R other than it should satisfy the condition R; C = f (or, equivalently, R ; C = T). 
This suggests the following definition which generalizes the notion of logical relation 
to include I-relations [18], Kripke logical relations [lo] and also Kripke logical 
relations with varying arity [3]. 
Definition 1. Let g(C) be the free ccc on a small category C, let T: B(C) + A be any 
ccc representation and let r : A + $9 be any glueing functor into a ccc 9 with 
pullbacks. Then a ccc representation R : g(C) --t (9 1 r) is called a r-relation on T if 
R; C = T (or, equivalently, l?; C = ?). An arrow T(O) A T(z) in A satisfies R iffis the 
second component of an arrow in the subscone from R(a) to R(r). 
Proposition 2. Let R be a r-relation on T: g(C) -+ A. Then every arrow 
f = T[x:ob Mx] satisfies R. 
A complete characterization of the lambda definable elements in a model T, 
involves defining a family {R,} of r-relations on T with the property that each 
f satisfying every R, arises as f= T[x:a b Mx] for some term XX D Mx. Such a result 
is called a completeness theorem and the family {R,} is called complete. A stronger 
notion is fill completeness. 
Definition 2. A family {R,} of r-relations on Tis called collectively full if for every pair 
of types cr, z, there exists a such that the induced map Hom(a, z) + Hom(R,a, R,r) is 
onto. 
In the case where T: fj( (I}) -+ A is the ccc representation determined by a full type 
hierarchy {A”} over a single ground type z and r : A + Y sends c to A” x A”, certain 
results have been established: for those models T where A’ is infinite, Plotkin in [ 181 
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finds a family of r-relations on T that is complete on a certain subset of O@@(z))). 
Saks and Statman in [20] show that the restriction on T cannot be removed. Even 
when A’ is infinite, the question remains open whether there exists a glueing functor 
r : A + Y and a family of r-relations on T that is complete on its entire domain. In 
[18] Plotkin obtains a full completeness theorem by introducing what may now be 
seen as glueing into a Kripke presheaf category. 
1.4. Stoning with ccc’s into Kripke presheaves 
Let W be a partial order, and let r : A + 9”” be any glueing functor into the 
Kripke presheaf category SW”. The objects of (YW’J r) are pairs (&A) where 
A E Oh(A) and R is contained in T(A) as objects in Yw”; i.e., R(w) G T(A)(w) at each 
w E W, and the inclusion maps are natural in w. The arrows in (9’“’ 1 r) from (R, A) to 
(S, B) are pairs (t,f) where A A B lies in A, R L S lies in YW’ and the following 
diagram commutes in Yw’: 
Composition of morphisms is given componentwise. If (t,f) is a morphism in the 
subscone then t is completely determined by 1: Thus, a morphism from (R, A) to (S, B) 
is given by any morphism A 4 B where F(f),,, maps R(w) into S(w) at each w E W. 
The subscone (9”“’ 1 r) has a ccc structure making the canonical forgetful functor 
C : (9 w” 1 r) + A a ccc representation. The terminator is given by the pair (r(T), T). 
The binary product (R, A) x (S, B) is given by (P, A x B) where P(w) is the image of the 
subset Rw x SW G (TA)(w) x (TB)(w) under the isomorphism j, : (TA)(w) x (TB)(w) 7 
f’(A x B)(w). The exponential (R, A) *(S, B) is given by (M, A * B) where 
M(w) = {g E T(A * B)(w) I (vv < w)(va E Rv), Ue)(j,(i(g), a)) E Sv} , 
and i: T(A)(w) + T(A)(v) denotes the function T(A)(v < w). For details consult 
[3,7,10,11,14]. 
Let T: s(S) + A be the ccc representation corresponding to a Henkin model d and 
let r : A --f Ywo be the glueing functor sending 0 to the constant functor A” x A” x A”. 
Then a r-relation R : s(S) + 5Yw’ on T is precisely what is called a ternary Z-relation 
on d in [18]. In the special case where S consists of a single ground type I, and d is 
the full type hierarchy, Plotkin obtains the following full completeness theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let T: g( (1)) + A be the ccc representation determined by the fill type 
hierarchy over the ground set A’. If A’ is injinite, then there exists a partial order Wand 
a full ternary Z-relation R : g( (1)) --f (Yw” 1 r) on T. 
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1.5. Jung-Tiuryn full completeness 
In [3], Jung and Tiuryn characterize lambda definability in all Henkin models of 
pure simply typed lambda calculus by introducing Kripke logical relations with 
varying arity. In the following presentation, their relations are generalized to all ccc 
models T: s(C) + A of simply typed lambda calculus where, in addition, the free ccc 
g(C) is taken on an arbitrary small category C. 
A Kripke logical relation with varying arity on T is nothing more than a r-relation 
on T, where T:A + Yw‘ is a glueing functor similar to the one that appears in 
Appendix C of [4]. This r differs from the one used for I-relations in that T(A) is no 
longer a constant functor. 
The particular Kripke presheaf category that is used by Jung and Tiuryn has 
a poset Wthat consists of words in the type symbols Oh@(C)) where o < w iff u is the 
concatenation w :: w’ for some word w’. Let 1-1: W + A denote the functor sending 
w = <01, . ..) o, > to ToI x ... x To, and sending the morphism w :: w’ + w in W to 
the projection Iw :: w’[ 5 1~1. The glueing functor r : A -+ Ywo is then given by 
WI) = AU, 4) f (A -s qW = _;f 
The resulting scone (Ywd 1 r) has the following ccc structure: The terminator is the 
pair (A( /__I, T), T). The binary product (R, A) x (S, B) is the pair (P, A x B) where 
P(w) = (Iwl (IVS) -AxBJfERw,gESW), 
and the exponential (R, A) *(S, B) is the pair (M, A 3 B) where 
M(w) = { lwl%4 *Bl(Vu < w)(VaERu), (x;g,a);EESu). 
For each type d ~Ob(g(@)), let R” denote the subfunctor of A([_[, Ta) defined at 
w= <(rl,...,crn> by 
R”(w)= {T[x:o,x..*xo,~M:o]). 
For any arrow cr L z in C, let R*: R” + R’ denote the natural transformation whose 
component Rf, is given by 
Rf,(T[x:o, x ... x on B M:a]) = T[x:a, x ... x cn ~f[M]x]. 
Thus for each g ~0b(g(C)), (R”, To) is an object of (.Yww” 1 r) and for each d 5 T, 
(R’, Tf) is an arrow from (R”, To) to (R’, Tz). 
Lemma 1. For all types (i, z E Ob(g(C)), 
. R’ = A( I-l, 1) 
l (R”, To) x (R’, TT) = (RoXT, T(a x z)) 
l (R”, To) =a (R’, Tz) = (R” =-‘, T(o =+ T)) 
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Proof. Only the last equation is verified: Recall that (R”, ra) =(R*, Tr) = 
(M, T(cr Q r)) where at each w = < c1 ,..., cm >, 
M(w) = {g 1 (Vu 6 w)(Va E R”(u)), (71; g, 2); E E R’(u)}. 
Let To1 x ... x To, 4 (To =E- Tz) be an arrow in M(w). To prove that g ER”~‘(w), let 
v = < err )...) cn, (r > so that JuI S IwI is just the projection ToI x ... x To, x Ta ‘% 
ToI x . . . x To,. Let a = T[x:o, x ... x on x o b Proj2(x):a] = n, which lies in R”(u). 
Then (z;g,a); E = (7~~ ;g, x2);& = (g x 1);s. By hypothesis, this arrow lies in R’(v); 
but this is just the arrow ToI x ... x To, x To 3 TT (see Appendix A) as in the 
diagram 
TUI x ... x To, x Ta 
If g* = T[x:a, x e.. x (T, x d b M:z] then g = T[y:ol x ... x cn D lz:a[x := (y, z)] 
M:a => z], hence g ERR”‘. Proving conversely that R”“(w) c M(w) is rou- 
tine. 0 
The functor l? : @ + (~7~’ 1 r) that will yield a full r-relation R : g(C) --t (Ywo 1 r) 
on T is defined on ground types CJ by R(a) = (R”, fcr) and on morphisms by 
k(f) = (Rf, ?f). 
Lemma 2. The equality R(a) = (R”, Ta) holds for all types u l Ob(g(@)). 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on rr using the preceding lemma for the 
inductive cases 1, x and *. Cl 
Theorem 2. Let @ be any small category and let s(C) be the free ccc on @. For any ccc 
representation T: g(C) -+ A, there exists a partial order W, a glueing functor 
r : A + 9 w”, and a full r-relation R : s(C) ---* (Y w” J IJ on T. 
Proof. The poset W, the glueing functor r : A + YwO and the functor 
l? : @ -+ (9 w” _1 r) are defined as in the preceding discussion. For fullness of R, let cr, r
be any objects of B(C) and let (R”, Ta) (‘*A -(R’, Tz) be a morphism in (YwS 1 r) 
from R(a) to R(z). At w = < CJ > one obtains the following diagram in Y: 
RC(<u>) - 5 *R’(<u>) 
f f 
AP, Tu) _;f- A(% T7)1 
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Tracing the identity morphism T[ x:r~ b x:o] E R”( < u >) through the diagram, one 
obtains ~ER’( < o >). Thus f= T[x:a b M:r] for some term x:0 b M:z. Since t is 
completely determined by f, it follows that R[x:a b M:r] = (t,f). 0 
2. Implicitly typed Core-ML 
2.1. Syntax 
The syntax of implicit ML (or IML for short) is very close to simply typed lambda 
calculus. The main difference is that the types (denoted @, Y ,. . .) are freely generated 
from a countably infinite set of type variables (denoted X, Y, Z ,. . .) as well as from a set 
S of closed ground types using 1, x and a. 
A type assignment X 1 F is given by a finite sequence X of distinct type variables and 
a finite sequence r of formulas x:@, where every type variable that occurs in @ also 
occurs in X and no indioidual variable x occurs twice. Terms are written in the form 
X 1 rb M:@ and the well-formed terms are generated by rules that are the same as 
those of simply typed lambda calculus with the appropriate modifications to type 
assignments. 
The equations X 1 Z’b M = IV:@ are also essentially the same as those of simply 
typed lambda calculus; however, the categorical models of IML are quite different. 
This is due to a form of polymorphism that arises from the ability to substitute types 
for the type variables that occur in types and in terms: Let @ be a type with type 
variables among X1 ,..., X,, and let !P1 ,..., Y,, be types with type variables among 
Y I,..., Y,. Then @[Xi := YJ is the type with variables among Y, ,... , Y, defined by 
substituting !Pi for each occurrence of Xi in CD. The term M [Xi:= !?‘i] is defined 
analogously. 
Since there is no explicit type abstraction or type application from the point of view 
of terms, this form of polymorphism is known as implicit polymorphism and the 
corresponding categorical models are known as iml-categories. 
2.2. Iml-categories 
In a categorical interpretation of IML, type expressions @r, Q2 with n type variables 
X 1 ,.. . , X, have meanings as objects in a ccc F,, while terms X ) x:Gl b M:@, have 
meanings as arrows in F,. The meanings of terms are implicit in the sense that they are 
obtained without assigning objects to the type variables. However, an assignment of 
objects g1 ,..., gn of Fk to each of the variables X1 ,. . ., X, induces a ccc representation 
F, + Fk that describes the effect of substituting types whose meanings are g1 ,. . . , g,, for 
the type variables that occur in each of the types and terms over X. The formal 
definition follows. We assume that the notions of “set” and “small category” are 
properly adjusted to allow interesting examples that might otherwise be excluded by 
“size” considerations. 
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An id-category (B, F) is given by 
. a category I5 with finite products which is generated via finite products by some 
distinguished object V; i.e., each I E Oh(B) is I’” for some natural number n (includ- 
ing the case n = 0 when V” = T). 
l a functor F: El” -+ %?cc such that 
Since every object I E Oh(B) is V” for some n, one often suppresses the V and writes 
n instead of I’“. In particular, the terminator in B is denoted 0, and V is denoted 1. If 
I = I/” then F(Z) is denoted F,, and one refers to this small ccc as the nthjber of the 
iml-category (B,F). The last condition in the definition states that Ob(F,) is the 
arrow set E8(n, 1) and moreover that the ccc representation F(h) : F, + Fk induced by 
h E B(k, n) acts on objects of F, by composition as in 
WW-I= h;f 
Let ([EB, F) and (B’, F’) be iml-categories. An iml representation T: (lE8, F) -+ 
(lEB’,F’) is given by 
l a functor T: IE% + B’ that preserves the distinguished object and finite products, 
together with 
. a natural transformation t : F + T; F’ such that for each n the ccc representation 
t,: F, + Fh satisfies t,(f) = Tffor each f~ob(F,,). 
The first condition ensures that T(n) = n. The second condition makes sense 
because Ob(F,) is the arrow set B(n, 1). 
2.3. Free iml-categories 
The free iml-category (N, P) over a small category C is defined as follows: 
. The objects of N are the natural numbers. Morphisms in N(n, k) are k-tuples of 
morphisms in N(n, 1) and the latter are equivalence classes of pairs [X, @] where 
X is a sequence of n distinct type variables and @ is a type freely generated from 
S and the type variables occurring in X using 1, x and *. The equivalence relation 
is given by [IX, @] - [X’, @‘I iff @ [Xi := Zi] = @‘[Xi := Zi] for some fresh variables 
z z,. l,..., 
l The objects of the fiber P, are necessarily morphisms [X, @] in N (n, 1). Arrows 
in P, from [X, @J to [X,@,] are given by equivalence classes of terms 
[X 1 x:Ql D M:@,] where the equivalence relation is given by the equational rules of 
pure IML together with term constructor ules (see Appendix A) for each arrow in 
C. Composition of arrows is given by substitution of terms for individual variables. 
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l For each morphism h = ([r, Yi],..., [r, YJ) in N (k, n), the induced ccc repres- 
entation P(h): P, + Pk is given by 
P(h)([X ) XI@, D M:@2]) = [I/l Xl@1 [Xi I= Yi] D M[Xi := Yi]:@z [Xi := Yi]] 
Thefreeness condition states that if (B, F) is an iml-category and f: C + F0 is any 
functor, then there exists a unique iml representation T: (N, P) + (B,F) such that 
where J is the canonical inclusion functor sending 0 to [( ),o]. 
The iml representation T is the interpretation of the types and terms of IML into 
the iml-category (B, F): For each [X, @] E Ob(P,,), the object t,[X, CD] E F, is defined 
by induction on @ by letting 
t,[X,Xi] = ?I”,l, 
t,[&,a] = n +OAl, if aEOb(C) 
and using the ccc structure of F, for the inductive cases. This defines a functor 
T: N + 03 that sends the arrow ([X, @J ,..., [X, CD,,]) in N(n, k) to the arrow 
(t,tX,@J,*.., t, [X, @J) in !B(n, k). Each ccc representation t, : P, + F, is defined by 
induction on the structure of terms using the ccc structure of F, (see [l] for details). 
3. Stoning with iml-categories 
The construction of stoning with iml-categories i  facilitated by introducing certain 
functors dz that lie conceptually close to the notion of implicit polymorphism: Each 
type f= [X, @] in Ob(P,) induces functors Azf : O&P,)” + Pk that send n-tuples of 
types CK Yu,I ,..., [r, YJ to the type [r, @[Xi := Yi]] (for notational convenience, 
one often writes Af for Aif when there is no risk of confusion). Similarly, if 
fi = [X, @J and f2 = [X, Q2] then each term a = [X 1 x:Ql D M:@,] in P, induces 
a natural transformation AEa from Aif, to A~_& as in the diagram 
whose component at ([x, YJ ,..., [I, YJ) is the arrow 
[_YIx:~~[X~:= Yi]DM[Xi:= Y~]:~2[Xi:= Yi]] 
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in Pk. For an arbitrary iml-category (IEK, F), one defines Ai : F, + (F,JobtF*)” by the 
equations 
A;f(gl r..., s.> = F((g, ,..-,sn>Kf), 
It is easily checked that each Aj: : F, + (F,Job’Fk” is a ccc representation. 
3.1. Stoning into Kripke presheaves with the zeroth $ber 
Let (B, F) be an iml-category, and let r,, : F0 + 9’ w” be any glueing functor into 
a Kripke presheaf category Yw’. Let Do denote the subscone (Yw”l r,) and let 
C : Do + F0 denote the canonical forgetful functor. This determines an iml-category 
(El’, F’) called the iml-subscone determined by glueing (B, F) to Y w” along r,: 
The objects of Fk are pairs (&,J) where 6: Ob(DJ + Do, f~ Ob(F,), and 
Ob(Do)” A D,, 
Oh(C)” 
I lx 
WFo)” af- Fo 
The arrows (& fi) + (& f2) in FL are pairs (CI, a) where fi %f2 lies in F,, a is a natural 
transformation from 6, to & and 
Afa 
i.e., for each n-tuple {@i = (Ri,A), i = 1 ,..., n) of objects in De, 
The ccc structure of F:, is given componentwise using the ccc structures of DgbCDo)” and 
F,. The diagrams needed to make F:, ccc commute because C and A”, are ccc 
representations. 
The objects of B’ are the natural numbers. Morphisms in B’(k,n) are n-tuples 
of morphisms in B’(k, 1) = Ob(F;). Finally, if ((Fir gr),.. ., (p”,, gJ) is in B’(k, n) 
then the induced functor FL -+ FL sends each object (&,f) to the pair 
((5 ,.*-, R.>;Q7i,... , g,,) ; f) and sends each morphism (Q1,fi) (‘*‘) *(4, f2) to 
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(<PI ,..., ‘?nun> ; a, F((g 1 ,..., s,>b) as in 
51 
Ob(De)” - (“) Ob(D,,)“r D,, 
I I --I 52 
Afi 
The iml structure on 
U : (B’, F’) -, (B, F). 
(ES’, F’) induces a canonical forgetful iml representation 
3.2. Stoning into Kripke presheaves with kth fiber 
The preceding stoning construction only considers A”, functors and therefore only 
considers that form of implicit polymorphism that arises when substituting closed 
types for type variables. This proves sufficient for characterizing lambda definability 
in the zeroth fiber, but to characterize lambda definability in every fiber one must 
carry out this construction using all the A;. 
Let (B,F) be an iml-category, let rk: Fk + YW’ be any glueing functor into 
a Kripke presheaf category and let Dk = (9”“’ 1 r,) with canonical forgetful functor 
C : Dk + Fk. The iml subscone (B’, F’) determined by glueing (B, F) to Y w along r, is 
defined analogously to the zeroth fiber case: 
The objects of F:, are pairs (6,j) where 6: Ob(D$ + Dk, fr~Ob(F,), and 
Ob(D# & DI, 
The arrows (&r,, fJ -+ (4, fi) in FL are pairs (LX, a) where fr %fi lies in F,,, ais a natural 
transformation from $r to & and 
The ccc structures of Fh and the definition of B’ are given as before, yielding 
a canonical forgetful iml representation U: (B’, F’) --t (B, F). 
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Definition 3. Let T: (N, P) + (El, F) be any iml representation where (N, P) is the 
free iml-category on a small category @. Let (IEI’, F’) be the iml subscone determined 
by glueing (B,F) along r,, with canonical forgetful iml representation 
U : (El’, F’) -+ (El, F). Then a l-,-relation on T is any iml representation 
R : (N, P) -+ (B’, F’) where R ; U = T (or, equivalently, l? ; u. = F). 
3.3. Full completeness in the kth fiber 
The glueing functors r, : Fk + Y WE that will be used to obtain full f,-relations on 
T: (N, P) + (El, F) are analogs of the Jung-Tiuryn glueing functors. To minimize 
notational overhead, the free iml-category (N, P) is taken on a set S, but the proof 
proceeds in the same way for an arbitrary small category @. 
Let W, consists of words in Ob(P,) with u < w iff there exists a word w’ so that v is 
the concatentation w:: w’. Let 1-1: W, + Fk denote the functor sending 
w = (C_y,YIl,..., CY, YInI> to t,C_r, VII x *.* x tt[l; ul,], and sending morphisms in 
W, to projections. The glueing functor r, is then defined by 
r&l = Fk(l-14) rkh s !h) = -; a 
In what follows, a r,-relation R is constructed which is full in the kth fiber; i.e., 
rk : Pk + F; is a full CCC representation. 
For each [r,Y] in Ob(P,), let R [“I denote the subfunctor of Fk(l_I,rk[r, Y]) 
defined as w = ([_Y, Y,] ,..., [y, Y,,,]) by 
RCxy’(w)= (tk[,-IX:YI X...XY,,,Dh!f:‘Y]). 
Thus, (Rcxyl, tk[r, Y]) is an object of Dk. 
Lemma 3. For all [r, Y,], [J’, YJ in Ob(P,), 
l Rcx.I1 = Fk(l_I,tk[x, 11) 
l RCxpl’, &[I, Yv,]) X (RC_Y,‘YZ3,tk[_Y, Yu,])= (RC~g~xyZ’, &[I, Yy, X Y2]) 
l RC_Y,yl’, tk[r, Y,]) ~(RCKy2’,tk[~, Yu,]) = (RLxy ay2’,tk[r, YI =s ul,]) 
Proof. The proof proceeds as in Lemma 1. 0 
The functor R^ : S + Fb that will yield the desired rk-relation R : (N, P) + (B’, P’) is 
defined on closed ground types by k(a) = (KRCxul, t,, [ ( ), a]) as in 
where KRCxul is the constant functor (Rc_y,“l  tk [ _Y, 01). R is a rk-relation on T because 
R^;uo = i? 
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For each [X, @] in Ob(P,), let the pair (6, t,[&, @I) denote R [X, @] E Ob(Fb) as in 
Lemma 4. For any n-tuple [Y, YJ ,..., [I, Y,] in Ob(P,), 
6((R”“‘>tk[~, ‘PI]) )...) (RC’yn’,tk[J’, YJ)) = (Rc_y,“[xz’= ““,tk[_Y,@[Xi:= Yi]]). 
Proof. Induct on @ using the previous lemma. 0 
Theorem 3. Let (N,P) be the free iml-category on a small category @. For any iml 
representation T: (N, P) + (El, F) and for any k, there exists a partial order H& 
a glueing finctor r, : Fk + Y wl, and a rk-relation R on T that is full in the kth jiber. 
Proof. The poset W,, the glueing functor r, and the r,-relation R on Tare all defined 
as in the preceding discussion. For fullness of rk : Pk + FL, let 
(%,tkC_Y, yu,l) (a,‘) ‘(ul,, tk[-Y, y21) 
be a morphism in F;, i.e., 
At the k-tuple {Oi = (RcKyil, tk[r xl), i = 1 ,..., k}, one obtains a morphism 
aCB,,...,8,.. in Dk whose second component is a. By the previous lemma, ~l(~,,...,~~~ is 
a morphism from (Rczyl], tk[r, Y,]) to (RcEy2], tk[r, YJ) as in 
At w = ([.K YJ) one can trace the identity arrow on tk [J’, Yu,] E Ob(F,) around the 
diagram to obtain a ERcKrzl(w). Th us a = th [rl x: YI D M: Y2] for some term 
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_ylx:Yy1 bM:Yz. Since tl is completely determined by a, it follows that 
I.,[-lX:p’,DM:‘Y,] =(&a). 0 
Appendix A. Simply typed lambda calculus and ccc’s 
A.1. Simply typed lambda calculus 
The set of simple types IS, z , . . . is freely generated from a set S of ground types using 
1, x and =X Terms are written in the form r D M:o where r is a type assignment; i.e., 
a finite sequence of formulas XX with no variable occurring twice. Equations are 
written in the form r~ A4 = N:a where it is assumed that r~ M:o and Tr>N:a are 
well typed. The result of substituting N for x is M is written [x := N]M. For the typing 
rules and equational rules, the reader is referred to [lo, 111. 
A.2. Ccc’s and ccc representations 
A Cartesian closed category or ccc is a category with: 
terminator: A specified object T with a unique arrow A + T for each object A, 
binary products: For any objects A and B, a specified object A x B and specified first 
and second projection arrows A x B 2 A and A x B 9 J3 such that for every object 
C and every pair of arrows C L A and C % B, there exists a unique arrow 
C (‘,‘) )A x B satisfying 
C 
A B 
exponentials: For any objects A and B, a specified object A *B and a specified 
arrow (A + B) x A EAvB ,B such that for every object C, and every arrow 
C x A G B, there exists a unique arrow C G A *B satisfying the diagram 
CxA 
For each C % A =E. B, let C x A 3 I3 denote the unique arrow such that (g.J* = g. 
If A and B are ccc’s then a functor F : A + B is a ccc representation if it sends the 
terminator, binary products and exponentials pecified in A to the ones specified in B. 
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A.3. Free ccc’s 
Let S be any set of ground types. Thefree ccc s(S) over S is defined as follows. The 
objects of g(S) are types generated by S using 1, x and =X The arrows in g(S) from 
cr to r are equivalent classes of lambda terms [x:at>M:z] where the equivalence 
relation is given by the equational rules of the pure simply typed lambda calculus, and 
composition of arrows is given by the term substitution [S, 121. 
If S is regarded as a discrete category, then the canonical inclusion functor 
J: S + k(S) has the following freeness property: If A is any ccc and ?: S + A is any 
functor (i.e., any assignment of ground types to objects of A), then Textends uniquely 
to a ccc representation T: s(S) -+ A as in the diagram 
Similarly, one may construct the free ccc g(C) over any small category C. Just as 
S corresponds to a set of ground types, C corresponds to a small category of ground 
types and term constructors. The objects of g(C) are types freely generated as before 
but using the set O&C) for the ground types. The set of morphisms from c to z in g(C) 
are equivalence classes of lambda terms where the term formation rules have been 
augmented so as to include term constructor rules of the form 
We f 1 
~DM:u 
r~f[M]:s 
for each arrow cs f, 7 in @. The equivalence relation is given by the pure theory 
together with the following equations: 
rt>Zd,[M] = M:a 
(cow) rDf[g[M]] = h[M]:a, provided g;f= h in @ 
The canonical inclusion functor J: C + g(C) sends 0 L 7 to [x:a~f[x]:z], and 
every functor F: C -+ A extends uniquely to a ccc representation T: g(C) + A as in 
the diagram 
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